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Abstract

The Unified Power Flow Controller (JPFC) is one of the modern power electronics
devices that can be used for the cont¡ol of real and reactive power in a transmission line.

The UPFC uses voltage sourced converter (VSC) technology to inject a series voltage

with the sending end ac source to achieve its control objective with high speed, making it
suitable for maintaining the voltage and mechanical stability of a network.

Using circuit theory, this thesis first develops the operating regimes ofthe UPFC and iden-

tifies how the injected voltage affects the flow of real and reactive power. Based on this
analysis, various control schemes are designed and analyzed. It is possible to develop an

openJoop control scheme, which works well in the steady state, but shows undesirable
transients in the controf of say, reactive power when the real power is changed. It is also

not accurate if the system data on which it is based is approximate.

Another possibility is to use closed loop control, which overcomes the approximate nature

of open loop control. It is shown that using known transmission line

parameters, this

closed loop controller can be made to have independent control of real and reactive con-

trol.
The thesis develops models for the above controllers and demonstrates their comparative
performance using an electromagnetic transients simulation.
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1

Introduction

Revierv of AC Power Tfansmission

since the development of the transformer and AC transmission by L.Gaulard and J.D.
Gibbs, electrical utility industries have opted AC over DC electric circuit for long distance

power transmission. However, AC transmission involves both the r.eal and reactive circuit
parameters and variables which

jointly determine the transmittable real power (p)

and

overall transmission losses. The AC transmitted power for a given transrnission line is
defined by the transmission line impedance (X), the magnitude of sending end (Vs) and
receiving end (Vr) voltages, and the phase angle(ô) behveen the end voltages.The basic
operating requirements of an AC power system are that the synchronous generators must

remain in synchronism and the voltages must be kept close to their rated values. In other
words, the operating voltages are more or less fixed.Thus the steady-state power transmis-

sion capability of AC transmission line can be increased by providing reactive power
(Q)compensation (by changing X).

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, the reactive power compensation [1], [2] and phase angle control [3] have
been applied by fixed and mechanical switched circuit elements (capacitors, reactors and
tap changing transfomer) to improve the steady-state power transmission capability.

Due to the fact that the switching devices are mechanical and there is little high-speed
control, the Ìecovery from dynamic disturbance was accomplished by generous stability
margins at the price ofrelatively poor system utilization.

In the late 1980's, due to the result ofenvironment legislation, construction cost increase,
and deregulation policies, there was a need to review traditional power transmit theory and

practice, to create new concepts to utilize existing transmission system assets to the maxi-

mum extent possible. At the sarne time, the development of semiconductor technology,
which made high voltage DC transmissio' possible, generated the curiosity to use power
elech'onics to solve the outstanding problems

Thus,

it is in

ofAC

transmission.

1986 when the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) proposed the con-

cept of "Flexible AC transmission system" (FACTS) [3] to solve the emerging system
problems due to restriction on transmission line construction, and to facilitate the growing

power demand among utilities. Later, the Institute ofElectrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) and Intemational council ofLarge Electrical Systerns (cIGRE) backed up the proposal which finally made FACTS a viable technology. The IEEE definition of FACTS is:

"Alternating current tlansmission systems incorporating power electronics-based and
other static controllers to enhance controtlability and power transfer capability of AC
transmission".

The development

of

FACTs devices has followed hvo distinctly different technical

INTRODUCTION

approaches to target AC transmission problems.

'

Thyristor controlled FACTS Devices: TCR (Thyristor controlred Reactors),
TSCS(Thyristor switched capacitors) and rhyristor cont¡oller phase-s¡ináitzl,t+1.

'

voltage source converter based FACTS Devices: srATCoM (Static compensator),
sssc (Static Synchronous se'ies converter) t6l,t7l, upFC (unifìed powei Ftow óántroller) [5],!6land IPFC (Interline power Flow Controller)[g].

1,2

Focus ofthe Research Subject

In the absence ofany mitigating devices such as a phase shifter transformer (pST),
adjust-

nent of the voltage rnagnihrdes (Vs, Vr) of, or phase angle (ô) between the Manitobaontario interconnection network to push more steady-state power into ontario could
inadvertently lead to power back to Manitoba through the ontario-uSA network. This
circulating cunent, which is also referred to loop power flow, co'tributes system losses
and
may overload facilities of the otheÍ utilities. Thus steady-state power. transmission
may
also be limited by so-called,,loop power flows', shown in the Fig

l.l.
z
o
=
J

!

@

I

õ

.o

Loop Power Flow

:>

E

Fig. 1,

I

Manitoba-Ontar.io interconnection network

INTRODUCTION

To solve the above mentioned loop power flows, mechanicar the

changers

psr

[4] using on-load tap

with quadrature voltage injection, was introduced in the 1930's to solve

the

"loop power flow" problem and to increase the utilization of AC transmission
lines. The
on-load tap changer with in-phase voltage injection controls reactive power via
voltage
magnitude adjustment and with quadrature voltage injection controls real power
via phase

magnitude adjustment.Their combined effect makes possible the control of both the
real
and reactive power flows. As a result the pST has been used to redirect cunent
flows and

alleviate inherent loop power flows in intercornected systems. The mathematicat
model

of

PST is described in chapter 3.
The conventional PST has the following disadvantages:

(i) Slow response due to inierent inertia of the mechanical switches,.
(ii) Limited life-time and frequent maintenance requirement of mechanical switches.
The first technical drawback limits the applicatio's of conventional
state power

psr

only to steady-

flow and voltage regulation.The latter drawback can be partially overcome by

using fast acting mechanical switches in addition to the slower mechanical ones.
Recently the emergence of FACTS devices such as the upFC with promises of providing
independent control of the real and reactive power

of the tr.ansmission line inspired

the

thesis; as the UPFC may be a viable alternative to the traditional pST.

Hence the focus ofthe research is to shrdy and the anaLyze the various control methods
UPFC in a given AC transmission netrvork.

of

INTRODUCTION

1.2.1 Unified Porver Flow Contro[er (UPFC)
The UPFC [5] is a member of the FACTS family of compensators and power
flow controllers, which utilizes the synchronous voltage source (SVS)
[6], [7] concept for providing a

unique capability for transmission system control. within a framework of
traditional
power transmission concepts, the upFC is able to control, simultaneously
or selectively,

all the parameters affecting power flow in the AC transmission line (i.e. voltage,
impedance, and phase angle) and through rapid

co'trol action, mitigate dynamic disturbance. At

the same time, it can provide the unique functional capabilify ofindependently
controlling

both the ¡eal and reactive power flow in the AC transmission line.

1.2.2 Research Tool: PSCADÆMTDC
PSCAD is the most popular elect'omagnetic sirnulation program used

i'the

electr.ìc

utili-

ties, electrical equipment manufacturers and research and academic institutions
to perform

modeling of multi-phase electrical power syste¡ns, power electronic devices
and control
networks. PScAD, a time domain prograrn, is mainry dedicated to sh¡dy
transients in erec-

tric power systems.

A built in library ofadvanced components ranging from simple passive erements and control fi:nctions, to sophisticated power electronic controls and coniplex power system models (electric machines, transmission lines and cables) allows a user to precisely
design and

simulate all types ofpower systems including power electronics devices.
This tool is used

for developing the UPFC model for transient studies.

INTRODUCTION

1.3

Overvierv ofthe Research Report

chapter 2 gives

a general

introduction to power electronics devices applications based on

vSC topologies such as srATCoM,sssc and upFC. The operating principles of vSC
devices are discussed.

chapter 3 describes an analytical sfudy of traditional AC transmission line

compensa-

tions and power flow conhol methods. In this section, basic approaches such as ideal
shunt-connected var compensation, series compensation, and phase angle regulation to
increase the transmittable power over AC transmission lines are discussed and compared.

The understanding of these basic approaches provides the foundation for power electron-

ics-based reactive power compensation and control tech'iques capable
steady-state power

flow

chapter 4 derives

a mathematical model

of

increasing

of upFC for a given transmission line to under-

stand its basic operating principles.This model is used to investigate the capability of
UPFC to control independently steady-state real and reactive power flows in the transmission line. The mathematical model is also used to design various control schemes such as
Open Loop, Coupled and Decoupled control blocks of UpFC, and then compare control
schemes performance in offering independent control

part of the research

will

ofreal and reactive power.The later

discuss overall control system of a UpFC model.

chapter 5 discusses the developme't of

a

upFC model on PSCAD/EMTDC simulation

software for transient studies. The modeling of the upFC begins from devetoping the

INTRODUCTION

model ofa Series Converter, which is the principal operational convertel
and then apply
learnt control blocks such as open roop and decoupled d-q on series
converter. upFC
simulation results of various applied control blocks

will be compared with the de¡ived

mathenratical model for an independent control ofthe p and

e power flows of

the system

within the specified range defined by the maximum limit ofseries injected voltage.

chapter

6 provides a conclusion by

confi'ning the i'dependent control ofrear

and reac-

tive power flow of the transmissior line of upFC and also provides future possibilities
of
applying UPFC in various applications of AC transmission network.

CHAPTER 2

Voltrage Sourced Converter (VSC) Topologies

The voltage sourced converter

(vsc)

is a fundamental building block of a large crass

of

FACTS devices such as UPFC and IpFC. This chapter will first discuss the building
block

of a voltage source converter, which is then extended to more complex topologies

to

accomplish a UPFC block.

2.1
vsc

Basic Principles
can produce three alternating voltages from a DC source by means of high speed

solid state switches. The solid state switches allow one to obtain a fast and fully controllable amplitude and phase angle in the alternating voltage. From a fundamental frequency
viewpoint, this behaves in a man¡er similar to a synchronous AC machine connected to an

Ac network. Like

the AC machine, the

vsc

presents itself as a voltage behind an induc-

tance. some of the desirable characteristics of the rotating machine are: high
capacitive
output cunent at low system voltage levels and an essentially inductive source impedance

that cannot cause harmonic resonance with the nerwork. on the other hand some d¡aw-

VoLTAGE SOURCED CONVERTER (VSC) TOPOLOGIES

backs are slow response, potential for rotational instability and high maintenance. These
disadvantages are considerably reduced with the solid state VSC.

2,2

Voltage Sourced Converter Components

The main components of a VSC are depicted in the block diagram shown in the Fig 2.1.

The DC voltage block supplies voltage to a Powe¡ Convefer which by operation of its
solid state switches (Gate Tum Otr (GIO) or Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT))
generates an AC waveform in the transformer side. Through the control
and phase angle of this

ofthe magnitude

AC waveform the real and reactive power entering the AC network

can be precisely controlled.

Vôltage .power
Sowce Converter
+-

Dc

Trar¡sform.ei

Rectiúer

Fig.2. 1 Voltage

Sourced Converter Block Diagram

2.1,1 DC Voltage Source
The DC voltage source can be one ofseveral alternatives. In the simplest form, it is simply
a charged capacitor.

If

energy exchange is important, a battery or even another converter

can be used. Other anangements include a voltage source generated

by connecting

a

l0

VoLTAGE SOURCED CONVERTER (VSC) II)POLOG|ES

power conditioner to a superconducting inductive coil (Superconducting Magnetic Energy
Storage "SMES").

2.1.2 Power Converter
The VSC described above can be configured in a "bridge" arangement. The simplest
bridge types are two-level bridges and three level bridges. In the two level bridge

as

shown by Fig 2.2, the AC voltage is generated by altemately connecting the output terminal to one of two DC levels (+Vdc/2 and -Vdc/2). This is accomplished through the appro-

priate tum on and turn off of the switches, each one of which consists of a controllable
element (GTO or IGBT) in anti parallel with a diode. The DC voltage is supplied by
capacitor, battery or another power converter and

it is ideally

constant.

a

If the net power

taken from the source is zero, a capacitor may be used in place of the DC sou¡ce. The
capacitor should be small because of economic reasons. On the other hand the use of a
small capacitor may generate a larger ripple in the DC-Link voltage during steady-state
operation and even greater impact on the DC voltage as a consequence of system disturbances.The choice ofthe capacitor is a compromise.

ln the tbree level bridge topology

as shown by Fig 2.3, the DC capacitor is divided into

two equal sections with equal voltage across each section. The semiconductor valves connect each phase to tb¡ee different voltage levels (+Vdc, Zero (Midpoint) and -Vdc). For
this anangement six diodes are required as in Fig 2.3. In this arrangement, the zero voltage
is obtained

if

the two switches in the middle are turned on. +Vdc is applied to the

the two upper switches are tumed on while -Vdc is obtained

fired.

if

ouþut

if

the lower two switches are

VoLTAGE SOURCED CONVf,RTER (VSC) TOPOLOcIES

One

tl

ofthe advantages of this technique is the possibility to set the pulse width (see cr Fig

2.3) in such a way that a selected harmonic can be eliminated. Converters with more than
th¡ee levels are not a common option in the market due to their complexity.

Fig.2,2

Two Level Six Pulse Voltage Converter

VoLTACE SOURCED CONVERTER (VSC) TOPOLOGTES

t2

+Vdc
0

-Vdc

Fig. 2. 3 Tkee Level Bridge Voltage Converter

2,2

Voltage Sourced Converter Switching and Harmonic Components

In high power applications, the switching frequency can be classifled as follows. Fundamental frequency switching (60 Hz) is considered as low frequency. Medium switching
frequency can be defined between 5 to 9 times fundamental frequency (300 Hz to 540 Hz).

High frequency is above 15 times the fundamental frequency (> 900 Hz) [9].

An important task ofthe switching technique is the reduction of harmonic content generated by the converter. Many techniques have been developed throughout the years, from

l3
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the basic six-pulse, to Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), and Optimal Pulse Width Modula-

tion (OPWM) where the switching angles are calculated in order to avoid certain harmonics components [10]. Although Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) creates high switching
losses in the power semiconductors, the continuing improvements in semiconductor tech-

nology still makes this technology potentially attractive.

If the switches

are operated at fundamental frequency,

with l20o phase shifting, to connect

the DC supply sequentially to the ouÞuts, then a balanced set of three square waves (Va,

\ib

and

Vc) is obtained

as shown

inFig2.2.In

a three phase system

with delta con¡ected

converters (isolated neutral), the triplen order harmonics 3rd,9th, 15th, etc, will be only
zero sequence and therefore they

of

will not flow in the line currents, unless the supply volt-

age or the converter become unbalanced.

The ouÞut DC voltage waveform of the six-pulse converter normally contains harmonic
components of frequency (6k

! l) f
.

current has harmonic components

where

6k.f

f is fundamental frequency and the DC side

andk:1,2,3,.,,

The large amount of harmonic

content in the ouþut voltage makes it un suitable device for high power applications. Nev-

efheless using the principle of harmonic neuhalization using
operated

r

basic six-pulse converters

with certain phase shifting between them allows us to obtain aî overull P = 6n

multi pulse arrangement shown in Fig 2.4. The harmonic ffequencies present in this Ppulse anangement are

(Pk+

1)

./

for output voltage and

Pk./

for input cunent [10].

Multi pulse (harmonic neutralized) converters can be implemented by
arrangements using different magnetic devices [11],

U2l, [13].

a variety

of circuit

l4
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ßig. 2.

2,3

4

Converter A¡rangement 6-Pulse *4 Converters = 24-Pulse Operation

[

1

2]

.

Voltage Sourced Converters Topologies

The VSC is the genesis of many controllers, nevefheless the main topologies are STAÏ-

COM and SSSC).
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2.3,1 Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM)
The STATCOM t101, t14l is a VSC that converts a DC voltage into a three-phase ouþut
voltage at fundamental frequency, a coupling kansformer and a DC source (capacitor,
SMES, Battery Energy Storage System (BESS), etc). The steady state operation is similar

to that of a rotating synchronous compensator but without inertia, so STATCOM's
response is basically instantaneous and does not significantly alter the existing system
impedance.

It is an advance over SVC.

Va
Coupling

Trursforiiei

Voltage Soqrce

Fig. 2. 5 Block Diagram of a Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM)
The anangement in Fig 2.5 shows a typical STÀTCOM, in which the steady state power
exchange between the device and the AC system is mainly reactive. The power exchange
is conholled by regulating the amplitude

ofthe STATCOM ouþut voltage (Vc). Ifthe per-

unit amplitude of STATCOM ouÞut voltage (Vc) is larger than the per-unit amplitude of
the AC system (Va), the device generates reactive power (capacitive). On the other hand

the STATCOM ouþut voltage is lower than that of the AC system, the device

will

if

abso¡b

VOLTAGE SOURCED CONVERTER (VSC) TOPOLOGIES
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reactive power (inductive). The capacitive and inductive reactive power compensation
modes can be easily understood from the phasor diagram shown in Fig 2.6.

Note

if

both AC system and STATCOM have the same voltage, there is no power

exchange. The current from the STATCOM is

90' shifted with

respect to the ac system

voltage (Va), and it can be leading (generates reactive power) or lagging (absorbs reactive
power) [15].

VcVa-lnduchve operaton
J
(a) srArcoM
Va'Vc

'^

r"

(b)

l''
va vc
L-).----+

Capaclhve operahon

ixc

(c)

Vc
\

t'^

A)âl

\/

z

r)r
rI Vnme
'

(d)ðapacitive

Fig. 2. 6 STATCOM Equivalent for Steady State

In above case a capacitor is used to supply DC voltage to the converte¡. However the converter keeps the capacitor charged to the levels set. In the steady operation the phase angle
between Va and Vc is kept at 0o. By marginally shifting it from 0o, real power can be made

17
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to flow into or out of the VSC, thereby charging or discharging the DC capacitor. This
mechanism is used to keep the capacitor voltage constant ifneeded. In fact, in the steady
state, the output voltage

ofthe inverter slightly lags the AC system voltage,

so that a small

amount of real power from the system flows into the VSC to compensate for intemal
losses and thus, keeping the capacitor voltage constant.

2,3.7 Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC)
When VSC is connected through a coupling transformer in series with the power transmission line, this anangement results into a new device called SSSC [6]. The SSSC is shown

inFis2.7

Coupling Trar¡s

formçr

Converter

Dc Voltâge Source

Fig.2.1 Block Diagram ofa SSSC
The SSSC injects a voltage into the power hansmission line in quadrature to the line current, thus emulating an inductive or a capacitive reactance in series with the transmission

line. The power flow on the hansmission line can then be affected through the conhol of
this series reactance.
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Up to this poiût the devices were capable ofsupplying or absorbing reactive power in the
power transmission system. However a new family of devices is obtained by combining
the STATCOM and SSSCs. For instance UPFC combines a STATCOM and an SSSC. The

Interline Power Flow Controller (IPFC) consists of two or more SSSCs. The Generalized

Unified Power Flow Controller (GUPFC) uses a STATCOM and two or more SSSCs. The
common feature of the devices mentioned is the possibility to exchange real power
between their shunt and series components or between series components like in the IPFC,

Unlike STATCOM and SSSC devices which are only capable ofproviding reactive power,
UPFC, IPFC and GUPFC have additional degrees offreedom as they allow for some real

power exchange as well. These additional degrees of freedom are expected to result in
greater

flexibility and even allow for a bettsr control ofsystem stability through their rapid

control actions t6l,

t1ll.

2.3.8 Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC)
SSSC is coupled

to a STATCOM in a back-to-back arrangement. Thus, the shunt

series devices are able

to

exchange real power. This arrangement

and

is called UPFC[5],

[15]and it is illushated in Fig 2.8. In this anangement, the series device injects a voltage in
series

with the line without any reshiction such

as power system

stability other than the

device rating, In a widely used control concept, the shunt part is normally operated at

unity power factor and is used to maintain constant voltage on the DC capacitor through
the control of the real power. However one additional degree of freedom is available and
may be used to generate or absorb reactive power at the shunt bus.
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The first large scale practical demonstration ofUPFC was installed at Inez Substation 138

kV located in eastem Kentucþ in 1998. This project was a collaborative efort between
American Electric Power (AEP), the Westing house Electric Corporation, and the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI). UPFC comprises two + 160 MVA Voltage Sourced Converters. The Power Converter ofthe three level type is shown

inFig2.3. Each of the tum

offcapable valves in the converter counts ofeight or nine 4000 A, 4.5 kV, GTO-Thyristots
connected in series.

ob
/

/'

uoltasL

snur"""l
DçJr4{
Series Convefer

Shunt

Fig. 2, 8 VSC Based Unifred Power Flow Controller (UPFC).

In this chapter the basic concept of VSC based devices were presented. These devices
employ self commutated DC to AC converters, using GTO or

IGBI

to generate capacitive

and inductive reactive power into AC transmission line and also exchange real power with
the system.

voLTAGE SOURCED CONVERTER (VSC) TOpOLOGIES

In the section of the research that follows, we will investigate the system telated various
applications ofVSC based devices such as UPFC and derive the mathematical framework

ofUPFC.

CHAPTER

3

ANALYTICAL STUDIES OF
TRADITIONAL POWERFLOW
CONTROLLERS OF AN AC NETWORK

3.1 Simple point to point Power flow within

an AC transmission net-

work

Power flow within an AC transmission network as shown in Fig. 3.1 is dependent on
transmission line Impedance (X), the magnitude ofVs,Vr, and the phase angle (ô) between
Vs and Vr.

Fig. 3.

I

Simple AC Transmission Netwo¡k
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The transmitted uncompensated real power (Po) and reactive power (Qo) [3] flows of the

above loss less transmission line (at the receiving end bus voltage) are given by the
expressions:

PoG) =

9o6¡ =

Y!!!!uß)

AU!9e4l'=!Ð

(EO 3,r)

(EO 3.2)

F¡om the above two equations, we can see that the flow ofPo(ô) and Qo(ô) can be con-

trolled either by changing the power angle ô or by changing line Impedance (X) while
keeping the Bus voltages constant.

For the above AC transmission network system

Assume Vs=Vr:Vbase
X:Xbase
Considering above, we could convert transmission lines parameters in per unit (pu) t23]
values which are as follows.

Vs:
Vr

=l

I pu
pu.

ô:30"

X:1

deg

pu

The transmitted Po and Qo at the receiving end are plotted against ô.This can be seen in

Fig 3.2. The reactive power as shown in Fig 3.3 is plotted against Po within the stable
value ofphase angle ô (i.e.0<ô<n)
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?.J

3

3.5

Here is ô in radian

Fig. 3. 2 Transmitted Po(ô) and Qo(ô) Versus Phase Angle

Rcûctivc vcrsus R..r Pow!t
1

0.8

ó
ë

I

I

0.6

"ro
o.4
o.2

0

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

!o(¡)

RÁ¡rPGdrÀ)

Fig.3,3

Transmitted Qo(ô) Versus Po(ô)

Power Flow in pu

forô (i.e.0<ô<æ/2)

From above two figures, we can conclude that the flow ofreal power ofthe transmission

line is limited by the given transmission angle (ô). We also noticed that the real power
(P(ô)) can't be changed without effecting the reactive power demand on the sending -and

receiving -ends.

A

transmission line without high-speed conhol of system parameters
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(Vs,Vr, X and ô) can be utilized only to a level below maximum corresponding phase
angle 90' due to power system stability constrain [24].

3.2 Traditional transmission line compensation
within AC transmission network

and power flow control

The elementary equations (3.1) and (3.2) derived for the determination
that any effort to increase real power transmission

ofpo

and

eo show

will inevitably result in an increase of

reactive power demand on the end -voltage bus systems, and an increase ofvoltage varia-

tion along the transmission line. This hence plays a significant role in AC transmitted
power flow control by providing the important functions of voltage regulations and reactive power management.

3.2.1 Ideal MidPoint Shunt Compensator
consider the same AC transmission network model in which an ideal var compensator is
shunt connected at the midpoint of the transmission line as shown in the Fig 3.4. This
compensator is represented by a sinusoidal AC voltage source (of the fundamental fre-

quency), in phase with the midpoint voltage, with an amplitude identical to that of the
sending-and receiving-end voltages. The rnidpoìnt compensator [3] in effect segments the

transmission line into two parts: the first segment, with an irnpedance of X/2, carries
power from the sending end to the midpoint, and the second segment, also with an impedance with

X/2, canies power from the midpoint to the receiving end.The nidpoint var

compensator exchanges only reactive power with the transmission line in this application.
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Vrz0

Vszô

GENl

w2

æ

l>-

lsm

-

GEN2

x/2

E--o

lmÌ

T2

->
Ideal
Comp.
(P=0)

Transmission Line

Fig. 3. 4 AC Transmission Network with Midpoint Shunt Compensator
The relationship between voltages vs, Vr; Vm, and the line segment currents Ism and Im¡
is shown by the phasol diagram in the Fig.3.5

lt/sl=lvl=lYnl=V

Fig. 3. 5 Voltages and Currents phasors ofshunt Compensator
The basic power flow given by equations (3.1) and (3.2)

will be modified to equations

(3.3) and (3.4), respectively, after considering addition ofthe midpoint shunt compensatoÌ

[3j in the hansmission nefi¡¡ork
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(EO 3.3)

(EO 3,4)

Here Pc and Qc are compensated real and reactive power flows respeciively.

The relationship between the compensated real (pc(ô)) and reactive power (ec(ô)), and
phase angle (õ) in the case of

midpoi't shunt compensator is plotted in Fig. 3.6. It can be

observed that the midpoint shunt compensation can significantty increase the transmitta-

ble power (doubling uncompensated real power (Po) value at ô=180.) at the expense of
rapidly increasing reactive power demand on the mid point compensator.

;...-'
,
_

2

Po

(ô) Uncompcnsåtcd ßalpo\vc¡

Qo

(ð)

Pc

(ô) ComÞcnsãrcd rcalÐoNcr

--7

Pc (ô)

Uncompcnsa'cd rc¡lpowcr

Po(6)
-aj(-oì

1.5

1;

¡Qo

{a)

A

i'

r((ò)Ê.

ì
0,5

0.J

Fig. 3.
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x
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Here ìs ô in radian

Real & Reactive Power Versus Power Angle (ô)
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This midpoint shunt compensator (mechanical -switched capacitors) is very useful to con-

trol transmission Iine voltage where there are slow, daily and seasonal load variations.At
the same time, midpoint shunt compensator provides economicaI solutions to steady- state

transmission problems. However midpoint shunt compensator's limited operating speed
makes it largely ineffective under dynantic system conditions.In addition to this, there is

a

limitation to the number of switching operations permitted. Therefore midpoint shunt
compensator lacks the flexibility of operation which is required by a modern power sys-

tem.Howeve¡ a STAICOM or SVC has adequate operating speed.

3.2.2 Series Compensation

The philosophy behind series cornpensation is to decrease the overall effective series
transmission impedance
impedance

ofthe

(X) flom the sending-end. The conventional view ìs that the

series connected compsnsating capacitor cancels a portion

ofthe actual

line reactance and thereby the effective transmission impedance is reduced as if the line
was physically shortened.An equally valid physical

transmitted powe¡ the voltage across the

se

view is that, in order to increase the

es impedance has to be increased.This can be

accomplished by a selies connected circuit element [6] that produces a voltage opposite to
the prevailing voltage across the series line reactance. The simplest element to achieve the

purpose is a capacitor.
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consider the same AC transmission network with a series capacitor as shown in Fig
J,I

Vslô

Yr zo

-!--

w2

Vm

.+-ã.Ë-ö'
T2

Transmission Line

-

Fig. 3. 7 AC Transmission Nehvork with Series Compensation

Here the transmission line effective reactance is

X-Xc

instead of X.

Xeff = X-Xc
Xeff

:X(1-K)

where K=

Xc/X,

The relationship between voltages

0<K<1, the degree of series compensation.

vs, Vr, vm

and the line segment current

I is shown by

tbe phasor diagrarn in the Fig.3.8

Vx is total voltage drop across the line

inductance

Fig. 3.

8

Cunent and Voltage phasors for Series Compensation

The derivation ofthe real power transmitted through this line is as follows:

t=

zvst,(|)

(EO 3.5)

*rr-l

The real power transmitted for the above system can be given by following equation:
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Pc(ô,K) =

ryi?

And the reactive power supplied by the capacitor is given by equation no. (3.7)

Qc(õ,

K) =

zv,(v'c'"(l) - v,)

---

X,,t _

(EO 3.7)

rF-

From the above two equations, we could establish the lelationship behveen the real power

(Pc(ô,K)), series capacitive reactive power (ec(ô,K)), and phase angle ô as shown in the
Fig 3.9.

f

pcfo.r) 5t

¡

Qc(ô,K)

Ë

K:.5

|

l?

ãl

"l
I

0l?3{
ö

_
; .----'} Phase Angle
Here is ò in radian
Fig. 3. 9 Real and Reactive Powe¡ Versus phase Angle ô
It can be observed that,

as expected, the series compensation can

significantly increase the

transmittable power (doubling uncompensated real power (Po) value at

K:.5 for ô = 90.)
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with the degree of series compensation K. Similar to this, the reactive power (four times
the uncompensated reactive power (Qo) value at K =.5 for ô = 90.) also increases by
reducing K.

Application

Series compensators have been used in power system to enhance the stability and load-

ability of AC transmission lines.

3.2.3

Phase Angle Control (PAR):

The basic concept of the phase angle regulation [4] is an addition of an appropriate
quadrature component to the sending-and/or prevailing, temtinal (bus) voltage in order to
change (increase or decrease) sending end phase angle to the desired value. Thus PAR
controls the flow ofpower in the transr¡ission line.
Consider the same AC network model with Phase Angle Regulator inserted between the
sending-end voltage and the transmission line as shown in the Fig. 3.10.
Yr

Vszô

GENl

Vo

to

Transmission Line

GEN2

F--o
T2

Fig. 3.
Theoretically, the

PAR can be

l0

AC Transmission Neh¡¡ork widr PAR

considered as a sinusoidal (fundamental frequency) AC volt-

age source with controllable arnplitude (Vo) and phase angle (o). For an Ideal phase angle
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regulatot the angle ofphasor

Vo

relative to phasor Vs is stipulated to vary with o so that

the angular change does not result in a magnitude change.This can be seen in the phasor
diagram given by Fig 3.1

l.

VsefËVs+Vo

Fig.3.

1l

Current and Voltage Phasors

ofpAR

The relationship between the real power (P) and reactive power

(e) with

phase angles ð

and o are given by equations (3.8) and (3.9) r.espectively and is also plotted in F ig.3.I2.Il
can be seen that the phase angle regulator does not increase the transmittable power

ofthe

uncompensated line, However PAR makes theoretically possible to keep the power at its

maximum value at any angle ô in the range of

(n

/2-a)

to

(n/2+a)by shifting the p Versus. ô

curve to the right or left to provide optimal loading ofthe transmission lines.

(Ea 3.8)
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3

6,ót,6â

Fig.3.

l2

Here is ô in raclian

Real Power Versus Phase Angle (ô)

Application
PAR employing a shunt con¡ected excitation transformer with a mechanical tap changer
and a series inserted transformer is often comected to the transmission line to control
steady state power

3.3

flow and prevent undesirable loop power flows.

Summary

The traditional reactive power compensators such as shunt and series can significantly
irrcrease the steady state maximurn transmittable power

flow in the transmission lines.

However their response time in supporting a power system is not fast enouglì due to the
inherent inertia of mechanical switches operating device.

Due to this limitation, It was decided to study the capabilities of suitable and fast acting
power electronic devices such as UPFC[S]. This will be discussed in the next chapter.

CHAPTER

4,1

4

MATTIEMATICAL MODEL OF UPFC.

Porver florv of a transmission line with UpFC

Basic Concepts

UPFC is a combination of static synchronous (shunt part) and Static Series compensators (series part) which are coupled togethel via a common DC link (capacitor) to allow

bidirectional flow ofreal power between the series and shunt converter output terminals
and to provide real and reactive line compensation without an extemal energy source.
UPFC by mea's of angularly unconstrained series voltage injection

(

v r@) is able to

control, concurrently or selectively, the transmission line sending end voltage (Vs)
tsl,t l6l.
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As shown in the Fig 4. l, the point to point AC transmission network is extended to include
UPFC.

Xmet2

LVZA

Gen2

---r..\-

---'-

Shunt Converter
L._._*

Series Converter

_____J

Fig. 4.

I

AC Transmission Nelwork with UPFC

The voltage injected by SSSC in series with a transmission line is represented by a phasor

ÂVZ(Þ ltaving magnitude

of

ÁV where the limits are -.5<^V<.5 pu (due to the cost con-

straint of the devices) and angle

ZA (0'<<Þ<360'). This

voltage can be vectorially added

to the sending end voltage (Vs.Zô) as shown by the Fig.4.l. It can be seen that the transmission line "sees"

Vs.+^VZO

is the effective sending end voltage (Vs"m). Thus it is clear

that UPFC affects the voltage (both its magnitude and phase angle) across the transmission

line, and therefole it is reasonable to expect its ability to control, by varying the magnitude
and phase angle

of the transmittable real as well

as reactive power demand

of the line at

any given transrnission phase angle between the sending and receiving end voltages. The

real and reactive power flow at the receiving end of the loss less transmission line with
UPFC is given by following equations (4.1) and (4.2).
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Real power with UPFC:

p(ô, 0)

=

VsVrSir(õ) LAVVTS¡n(6)

from equation (3.1) and (4.1)

P(ô,ô)

= eo(j¡+^J!!f;!ß)

Å/sir($)

-

P(õ' ö)

(EO 4.2)

-!o(õ) x x

(EO 4.3)

Reactive Power with UPFC

0(ô,0)
from equation

(3

=

Vr(VsCos(6) + LVCos(6)

X

-

Vr)

(EA 4.4)

,2) and (4.4)

o(ô. ó)

vrLVCos(ö)
= ooro, *
X

LVCos(þ)

= <gra,Ð - o")#.

(EO 4.5)

(EO 4.6)

from equatio' (4.3) and (4.6), the magnitude and phase angle of the voltage injected in
series with the transmissiol.r line to provide the required real and reactive power are given

by following equations:

Phase angle

of injected voltage

o=

"*(ä*+)_o\-&)

(EO 4.8)
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The above equations give us information about

aV

and phase angle Õ which we have to

inject in series with the transmission line to get the demanded real and reactive power by
the system within the specified range defined by the maximum limit of injected

av rhe

design of control scheme based on above equations is discussed later in this chapters (Fig
4.3).
Based on the above mathematical derivation, we could conle up with a phasor diagram

[1]'[2], as shown in Fig.4.2, which gives the magnitude and phase angre of injected voltage to meet the demand

ofreal and reactive power ofthe power system. The range to con-

trol the real and reactive power will be specifred by the maximum limit of injected

D
r

Fig. 4.

2

Áv

max

Range of Transmittable power Versus phase Angle (ô) of a UpFC

From the above discussion, we can conclude that the real power (p) and the reactive power
at the receiving end (Q) can be controlled between

P

o(õ)

eo (s)

-

at any transmission angle (ô).

L'!J!! L 3

p1o,

6¡

<

ro16; a

L-!!u!! 3
ç@, Ð < eo(õ)

+

Ø'^'
^

^-!l!l!

(EQ 4.9)

(Ea 4.r0)
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As shown in the Fig 4.3 and Fig 4.4, the wide range of control for the transmitted power
which is independent of the transmission angle (ô) indicates not only superior capability
ofUPFC in power flow applications, but also promises powerful capacity for transient sta-

bility improvement

and power oscillation damping

t 171,

tl

81.

v,^v:_

Fig. 4.

3

Range of Transmittable Real Power (P) Versus Angle (ô) of a UPFC

q"
^'
2
1.5

I
0.5

-0.J

Fig,4.4

Range of Transmittable Reactive Power (Q) Versus Angle (ô) of a UPFC
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As seen from Fig 4.3 and 4.4, The range of transmitted real and reactive power, at any
given transmission angle (ô) within power system stability limit, of the above discussed
UPFC offers superiority (+1.5 pu) over the range ofuncompensated AC transmission line
given by Fig 3.2 anð,3.3.

The powerful capabilities of UPFC discussed above in terms of conventional transmission

control concepts can be integrated into a generalized power flow conholler that is able to
maintain prescribed, and independent controllable, real power and reactive power Q in the

line [5].

4,2

Independent Control ofReal and Reactive Porver Florv

Considering the equations (4.7) and (4.8), we notice that the real and reactive power
changes fronì the uncompensated values, Po(ô) and Qo(ô), as a function
and phase angle

ofthe injected voltage ÁV Since the angle

ofthe magnitude

(Þ is an unrestricted variable

(0<O<360"), the boundary of the attainable control region [3] for P(ô,O) and Q(ô,Õ) is
obtained from a complete rotation of the phasor

with its maximum AVmax. The above

^V
rnentioned equations confirm that this control region is a circle with a center defined
defined by the coordinates defined by Po(ô) and Qo(ô) and the radius is given by following equation:

(P(ô, þ) - Po1ô))'/+ (p(ô,

O)

-

?o)'?

= l+{)r
\X)

(EO 4.11)

Equation(4.11) defines the circular control regions which are shown in Fig 4.5 for the
same system detail as discussed earlier for the conventional rnethods

(Vs:l pu,Vr: I

pu

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF UPFC,
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pu and the injected voltage magnitude ÂV=.5 pu). The centers of these circles

(indicated by + sign) are Po(ô), Qo(ô) at angles ô=0o, ô=30", ô=60. and ô=90. respec-

tively. The locus ofthe centers ale indicated by the +sign

as ô varies between

0" and 90..

The Fig.4.5 illustrates the case when the t¡ansmission line angle (ð) is zero with ÂV=0,
Po(ô) and Qo(ô) are zero i.e. the system is at standstill at the origion of the P and Q coordinates. The circle around the origin of the plane is the loci of the corresponding Q (at

receiving end), and P values, obtained as the voltage phasor ÂV is rotated a full revolution

(0SO<360) with its maximum value ÁVmax.
The circle in the [BQ] plane shows all P and Q values attainable with UPFC of a given rating. As we can see frorn the Fig. 4.5 and Fig.4.6, UPFC with the stipulated voltage rating

of 0.5 pu is able to establish 0.5 pu power flowing into either directions, without imposing
any additional reactive power demanded on either the sending or the receiving end bus.

I

tô=o'-l
region

aî

Contlollable region

Q,,:iô=0'

l,nu*

,.,)ou

Fig. 4,

5 Control

Region of Attainable Real Power and Reactive Power with a UPFC

for E=0o & ð=30'
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Fig. 4.

6 Contlol

-----r-*-------I
PoíQ. 8ì90"

Region of Attainable Real Power and Reactive Power with UPFC for

8=60'& ô=90'

Figs 4.5 and 4.6 demonstrate that UPFC, with its unique capability to control independently the real and reactive power flow at any transmission angle, provides

a

powerful tool

for AC transmission control [3].

4,3

Control methods of UPFC

The exceptional operating characteristics ofUPFC are due to its unique ability to inject an

AC compensating voltage veclor LY Z@ with arbitrary magnitude and angle in series with
the transmission line within specified equipment's maximum rating limits.

Considering that UPFC is a combination of Shunt and Series Converters which are
coupled via a comlnon DC link(Capacitor), control methods [18],t191 are studied for both
the converters individually.
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4.3.1 Control Methods ofShunt Converter
The shunt converter which is also called as

srATcoM [9] is operated

to draw a controlled

current from the transmission line for the following reasons;

'Tomaintainthetransmissionlinevoltagetoareferencevalueatthepointofconnection
by providing ol absorbing reactive power.

.

To maintain a preset DC voltage level on the DC link.

Reactive Potyer Control Method
To understand the rnethod of controlling of reactive power conìponent of a Shunt con-

vertel we could assume that there is no net exchange of real power in the steady

state.

Hence the DC source can be replaced by a capacitor, as shown by Fig. 4.7. Also, in per-

fectly balanced conditions, the energy storage requirement for this capacitor is very small
because the instantaneous real power in eacli phase is provided by the other two via

srAT-

COM's switching actions. Hence, the role of the capacitor is to provide energy storage
during transients and unbalanced operation and also to provide the reactive powel at the
DC hamronic frequencies.

Ear Vr

la

/,

,'-.

)(--{:_/

\

P=0, +/- Q

In:(r - E à/ix,

U¡-k-_--vt

Fig.4. 7 Basic Principal ofShunt Convel.ter Operation
The value ofthe reactive current entering the Shunt Converter shown by Fig 4.7 is given
by
I- =l
v

/(Y

\

r- Eal)\
jxt )

I

(EO 4.r2)
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where V1 is magnitude of the AC side voltage, Eat the fundamental component of the
switched voltage (directly proportional to the DC bus voltage) on the valve side of the
transfomrer and X ¡ is the reactance of the shunt converter transformer Here we have
transformed the circuit to the AC nehvork side so that the tums ratio does not appear in the
calculations. As the firing of the Shunt converter valves is canied out at a firing angle
o,

of0

so as to provide an output that is in phase with the system voltage, the steady-state real

current is zero. However,

would lead

v'¡

if

the firing of the valves is mornentarily advanced, then 8"1

and energy would be transferred from the capacitor into the AC nehvork,

thereby reducing the capacitor DC voltage. The opposite happens when the firing is
retarded from its steady state value. The firing angle reveÍs to zero when the appropriate
voltage is reached to provide the desired reactive power'. This monentary deviation ofthe

fir'ing angle is one of the techniques used in shunt converter for conh.olling the reactive
power. Thus, a typical lowest-level control system for the Shunt Converter based on this
approach is shown in the Fig.4.8 below:
order shunt current

Iq , measuled shunt cutrent

Ia Ib Ic

Fig.4,8

Simple Control System for Shunt Converter
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In the above control system, the reactive current order (Iq*) is compared with the actual
reactive cunent

(Iq)

and the fir'ing angle

(o) suitably changed via a proportional-integral

control system. The angle is in phase with the positive sequence of the fundamental AC
wavefomr and is generated using a phase-locked loop which is locked to the AC system
voltages. The component Iq can then readily be calculated using the Park Transformation:

"o,rel
sinre¡

.o,(e -

ln) .",(t .3^l

,"

si"(e-]r),,,,þ.3^)l

r

,1r)
Where io, ib and ic are line side cunents

I

I

(EO 4,13)

l1l
lL"
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Reactive Power Control Method With Constant DC Voltage

It must be realized that the charging/discharging of the capacitor voltage can increase the
transient response time, particularly with a large value ofcapacitance as would be the case

for a Shunt Converter designed to work with large r.rnbalances. Hence it is sometimes
desired, especially for STATCOM's designed for use at the sub{ransmission/distribution
level that the reactive power be variable without a variation in the DC bus voltage.
In the PWM STATCOM [9], we can regulate the reactive power (current) from a line without affecting the DC voltage with the help of usirrg two closed loop control methods.

Because the output voltage can be controlled by using Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation

(SPWM) controller and selecting the proper modulation index. Thus an anangement with
SPWM controller' (Appendix A) as shown in Fig. 4.9 is possible.

Fig.4. 9 Control Blocks fol PWM Shunt Conveter
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In this arrangement, the DC capacitor voltage is controlled via the phase angle ô between
the AC side voltage and fundamental component

of the transformer.

ofthe switched voltage on the valve side

Because changing the capacitor voltage requires a transfer

of

real

power to, or from the DC bus which can only be achieved by introducing a phase shift
between the Shunt Converter and AC system voltages.

However, it can be seen from Fig 4.9 that this anangement has a drawback that the two
control loops are not decoupled because a change in DC voltage via the parameter ô would

also irnmediately affect the reactive component and thus the control loops require a
change in the output (m)

ofthe first loop in order to keep Iq at its setpoint. Decoupling of

the two loops may be achieved by synthesizing the proper signal voltage as shown in Fig.
4. 10.
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o loon

Im(V.)

Iq*

--=''

firing

pulses

Ia

Ib Ic
Id

d loop

(Re(Vn.,)

Va

Vb
Vc

Fig.4. 10 Control Circuit for PWM STATCOM with steady state de-coupling loops
Ifthe AC line is consideled to be a pure reactance with no losses, Equations (4.3) and (a.6)
indicate a method to make a decoupled controller in which the order real power

p*

do not

affect the reactive power Qx and vice-versa. using complex notation, the quantities

Átlcos(g) and aZsinlq¡ can be considered as real (direct axis) and imaginary (quadrature axis) components ofthe injected voltage vectoÌ. It can be seen from Equations 4.3 and
4.6 that the q component ofthe injected voltage affects only the real power flow and the d
component the imaginary power Thus we can introduce two control loops, each affecting

only the d, or the q component. The desired injected voltage waveform, as shown in the
Fig. 4.10, can then be genelated by multiplying rhe control signal of the d loop by cos(0)
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and the q loop by sin(O) and then summing the two products. The signal cos(0) or sin(O)

can be obtained from a phase-locked loop (PLL) which tracks the voltage

ofthe sending

end busbar.

In above case, although the d and q loops are steady state independent, there is still transient coupling which

will

be discussed irr the chapter 5 (rnodeling stage).

Other control aspects at this level ofcontlol not shown in the control diagram include:

.

t¡ansformer saturation control (control of DC side system cunent)

.

voltage balance control ifseveral capacitors are present as in a multi-level STATCOM

.

Convelter AC current and DC capacitor voltage limits.

4.3.2 Control Methods of Series Converter

The series converter controls the magnitude and phase angle of the injected voltage in
series with the transmission line to provide the desired real and reactive power flow in the

transmission line.

Control methods are mainly studied for the following reason;

.

To provide independent conhol for real and reactive power flow in the hansmission
line.

Open-Loop Control Method

Equations. (4.7) and (4.8) can be used to deten¡ine the magnintde and the phase angle
the injected voltage

(^V cos(wt+$)) for

of

any desilable real Pxand reactive power order Q*,

respectively. Howeve¡ this control scheme requires a foreknowledge of the uncompen-
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sated real and reactive power flow, Po and Qo, respectively, as

well

as the receiving end

voltage Vr. A control method based on Open-Loop Control with slow feedback adjustment, as shown in the Fig.4.11, has been studied on this project

power
, x Order real

Injected voltage

iLo. -o'7;e-,")t

AV

Po

q*

Order reactive power

AVcos(wt+$)= (ÂVcos($)).cos(wt)-(AVsin(Q)).sin(wt)

Fig.4.

lla

Open-Loop Control

ofa

Series Converter

The above scheme ensures that dre bulk of the ordered real (P*) and reactive (Q*) power
are achieved with an open-loop response.

AVcos(wt+$): (ÂVcos(ö)).cos(wt)-(ÁVsin($)).sin(wt)
cos(wt)

,

x Order real power

Po

ÀVcos(wt+$)

Order reactive power

Injected voltage

sin(wt)

Fig. 4,

ltb

Equivalent Representation ofRectangular Coordinates

To compensate for uncertainties in the knowledge of uncompensated real and reactive
power flow, Po and Qo, respectively, and also transmission line impedance X and receiv-

ing end voltage

V¡ the above slow feedback loop can be modified

as shown

in the Fig

4.11.

a)

lnjected voltage

€a)
o

Phase angle
()

0

o

a

C)

(.)

3Q*
Q,n."i
Fig. 4, 12 Slow Feedback Loop with Main Open-Loop Control
As shown in the Fig 4.12, an enor signal is generated between ordered and measured values

ofreal power P and reactive power Q which can be

passed through a proportional-

integral (PI) controller and summed with the requested real power P* and reactive power

Q*, and then passes through injected voltage and phase angle blocks to generate required
injected voltage.

Note:This control action ceases only when the ordered and measured powers are equal.
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Control Method Based on d-q Components
Ifthe AC line is considered to be a pure reactance with no losses, Equations (4.3) and (4.6)
indicate a method to make a decoupled conh.oller in which the order real power p* do not
affect the reactive power Q* and vice-versa. Using complex notation, the quantity

ÀZcos(g) and azsinl4¡ can be considered as the real (direct axis) and imaginary
(quadrature axis) components ofthe injected voltage vector It can be seen from Equations
(4.3) and (a.6) that the q component ofthe injected voltage affects only the real power

flow and the d component the imaginary porver. Thus we can introduce two control loops,
each affecting only the d, or the q component. The desired injected voltage wavefomr, as

shown in the Fig. 4.13, can then be generated by multiplying the control signal ofthe d
loop by cos(wt) and the q loop by sin(wt) and then summing the two products. The signal
cos(wt) or sin(wt) can be obtained from a PLL which tracks the voltage ofthe sending end
busbar.

Order reactive power

Q*
Injected Voltage

Qr..,
Order real power

Fig. 4, 13 Closed Loop Parlially Decoupled Contr.ol

^v(t)
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Decoupled Contlol Method based on d-q axis
As we leamt that in the case

ofa

series UPFC branch, the real and reactive power flows in

the transmission line are influenced by the magnitude as well as the phase angle of the
series injected voltage. Therefore, the real power controller can significantly affect the

level of reactive power flow and vice versa. In order to improve the performance and
reduce the intelaction behveen the real and reactive power control, a so-called decoupled

watt-var control algorithm based on d-q axis theory was used l20l,t2ll,lL2l.

It can be shown [20],[22] that with line resistance included, the mathematical model for
the respouse of a Voltage Sourced Convefier to an applied voltage

V:

vd into a synchro-

nously rotating orthogonal system can be given as

al¡À- l-f'11,, .tl,¿-"Ã

T'b'J

L-, -r]b,,)'LL

(EQ 4.14)

"o )

Here, the AC busbal voltage is taken as reference and thus only has a real component vd.
Voltages ed and eq are the d and q components ofthe injected vottage ofVSC; L and R are
the line inductance and resistance respectively.

Both d-q axis components ofthe cunent are cross-coupled through the term ol.
For the purposes of further derivation of the new control system, the classical decoupled
watt-var algorithm [20] was studied. By inteldicting two new variables

i

=

Y!-:!

and .\2 = -

Lq

Equation (4.14) leads to the following nathematical model for a VSC

xl

and x2

(EO 4,15)
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L¡t
I
f

Thus we see that

"^1.
ll¡al , l.rl + r¡ . ¡ql
'

, flbd

If we have ul=xl+ro.iq

lrz-,

and

(EO 4.16)

ia)

u2:x2-o.id

as

control variables, we get a

complete decoupled response for the system. This suggests the control system of Fig4.14,

in which the PI regulator blocks control the variables

ul

and u2. The variable ed and eq

which are actual injected voltages can be obtained as:

'L

.

l/d-cd

(EA 4.r7)

u2+(tx¡d=t2=eJ

(EA 4.18)

L

ed

= l/d-L'.(ul-tùxiq)

es =

(EO 4.19)

-Lx(|2- .ùxid)

(EO 4.20)

A control system based on above model which decouples the real power P and reactive
power Q control loops is shown below in Fig. 4.14. Note that the controller inputs are id
and iq instead

ofp

and q. However; it should be lealized that instantaneous real power

P=vd*id and instantaneous reactive power Q=vd*iq, so the id and iq orders are similar to
the P and Q orders respectively. The PI controllers are coupled to each other in such a way

that their net effect is to give a decoupled response. Note that as the SPFC element is
inserted in the series with the line, the system voltage V is actually Vs-Vr, the difference
between sending and receiving end voltages.

Ifthe actual value ofVr

be communicated from the receiving end. Alternatively,

sending end quantities

is used, then it must

it can be calculated only from the

if we know ofthe transmission line impedance. It should

be real-

ized that in deriving the control block shown below, it was assumed that the measurements

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF UPFC

of id and iq from the system wele instantaneous. In reality, there could be delay in these
measurements due to instrumentation and filtering. Ifnecessary these additional delays
can also be compensated for by introducing additional coupling in the PI control loops.

Cross Coupling

Fig. 4.

14

Decoupled d-q Control loops

ofa Convefier Connected to the System.
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Overall Control System for the Complete UPFC

UPFC has many degrees offleedom and can be controlled in many ways. Both the shunt
and series parts can be controlled using the decoupled technique discussed. The shunt part
is usually controlled so that the DC bus capacitor is kept charged to its rated voltage. The

reactive power order to the shunt controller could set to either zero or the ouþut ofa voltage regulator block that controls the AC bus voltage. The series element is the

critical ele-

ment as it allows for the control of the power flow in the line.

The shunt and series controllers from UPFC example case modelled in pSCAD/EMTDC

will

be discussed in the next chapter.

CHAPTER

5

MODELING OF UPFC USING
PASCADÆMTDC.

5.1

Introduction

In Chapter four, we developed the mathematical model of UPFC for the point to point AC
transmission network. We also derived control blocks for an open loop, coupled and
decoupled d-q axis controller.

This chapter

will

discuss the development

ofa tlansient model which can be used to verifu

UPFC opelation as well as for network application studies in the fuflrre. Hence the objec-

tive of this chapter is to build a UPFC model on PSCAD/EMTDC simulation software to
determine the steady state capabilities of UPFC, and then apply leamt control methods

from chapter four to control independently AC transmission network's real and reactive
power. This part of research

will

also analyse the accuracy of derived open loop and

decoupled d-q axis control methods against the simulation results.

55
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As mentioned before, UPFC is a combination of Shunt converter and Series converter
which are coupled via a con'moÌr DC link(capacitor). As the series conveúer of upFC is
the principal operational component (the shunt being used primarily for DC power
sup_

ply we initially develop the model for the series part of upFC. SSSC is controlled
using

sPwM F4l, [Appendix B]
purpose

in crrapter 4 section 3.Arso for the

ofthe control design, we fìrst represent the converter itselfas

soidal AC voltage. We

5,2

as also discussed earlier

will

a controllable Sinu-

later r.eplace this with a full converter model.

Modeling of a Series Converter

To sinrpli$r SSSC model, we assumed that the DC circuit consists of a süong DC voltage
source with the ability to carry out real power. exchange with the

Ac

system. Note that the

shunt converter eventually r¡aintains this DC supply.

We review following parameters before building SSSC model on pSCAD

.

Line parameters of a given AC transnrission network.

.

Transmittable power ratings of the AC transmission network.

.

Transmission network voltage.

.

Magnitude of the injected voltage in series with the transmission neh¡¡ork.

For the simulation purpose, we considered the application of

upFC ona230KVAC long

transmission line. The impedance for such a line is assumed to be XL=500 ohms which

with a fypical power transrnission phase angle (ð) of 30 degree results in a ¡eal and reac-
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tive power measurement of 53 MW and -14 MVAR, respectively. The real power hansmission level of 53 MVr' is too small in comparison with the shorter 230 KV lines and it
needs to be increased with same set ofseries compensation.

The simulation model of SSSC is shown in the Fig. 5.1 .

In this ìnitial model, SSSC is represented by the si'usoidal voltage source Dva, Dvb and
Dvc with variable rnagnitude and phase angle.
Sinusoidal Injected Voltage

De

r'^5.

1"

\

ù

(J5ooohn)

)
)
Receiving End

Sending End

Measured Powe¡

Fig, 5.

I

Modeling of Series Branch of UpFC

The open loop d-q component control block is modelled as shown in Fig 5.2 which is the

PSCAD/EMTDC representation for Fig

(4.

b). The open loop controller controls inde-

pendently transmission line's real and reactive powel within a specified limit given by
the
magnitude of the injected voltage.

As shown in the Fig 5.2, this control method calculates the nagnitude and phase angle of

the i'jected voltage of each phase in series with the transmission nehvork from

a
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demanded real power P* and reactive power Q* by multiplying the desired increments ÂP,

ÁQ of the real and reactive power by cos(wt) and sin(wt), respectively. The signal cos(wt)
or sin(\¡/t) can be obtained flom a PLL which tlacks the voltage ofthe sending end busbar.

Here the AC transmission line is considered to be a pure reactance with no losses.

ÂP

ÁQ

:

:

order real power (P*) -measured real power (Po)

order reactive power (Q*) -measured reactive power(Qo).

Any transient ripple in the measured power is rernoved by filtering througli a Fast Furier
Transform (FFT) based on digital filter.
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Phasi A Injeèted Voltagè

Phase C Injected Voltage

Fig, 5.

2 An Open Loop

d-q Component Contr.oller of the Series Branch of UpFC

Fig 5.3 shows the simulation results. The system is started with the sSSC turned off(zero
injection stage) which results in the uncompensated line power flow of 53

MW

-14

MVAR, consequently several changes of l0 or 20 MW are sequential applied to the real
power order in the first 5 second of the simulation. The system is again returned to zero
injection state at 5 second, and similar changes are made to the reactive power order in the
next 5-10 second interval. The results of Fig 5.3 show that atthough the changes in real
power P* do not result in changes in reactive power
in hansielit state.

e* in the steady state, they

do result
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For example, a step change

60

of l0 MW in the real power intloduces a l5olo transient distur-

bance in the reactive power of the network and vice-versa (see Fig 5.3).

The steady state response of these control loops are in agreement with the derived equations in chaptel three.

100

80

60

'

F

40

Step change

of

1

0

MW in leal power

20

0
30

l5
'd

0

b -15
-30
-45
-60

Fig,

5.3

Open Loop d-q Component Control method

ofa

Series Converter

Nevertheless, these control methods offer simplified understanding of SSSC control.
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5.2.1 PWM based d-q controller for the Series Converter of UpFC
In the previous section, we used an idealized representation of the series converter (controlled sinusoidal AC source) in order to evaluate the basic control strategy. Here a more
detailed representation which includes the semiconductor switching of the converter to
gain required injected series voltage is utilized. The shunt convertel is still not
modelled
and its effect is included with the DC side voltage source

of20 KV

As seen from Fig 5.4, PWM based converter co'verts a DC voltage into a three-phase out-

put voltage through a coupling transfomrer. These injected voltages Ess1a, Esslb and
Esslc for a order real power (Px) and reactive power (e*) are in series with the transmission line.Their order values Dval,

Dvbl

and

Dvcl are calculated by the designed control

scheme (see Fig 5.2). PWM controller converts these voltage orders to fìring signals for

IGBT semiconductor as shown in Fig 5.5 in the manner discussed in Appendix A.

Fig.5,4 PWM based Series Convefier

MODELING OR UPFC USING PASCAD/EMTDC.

The output signals from PWM are PLL with the ten¡inal sending end voltage.

Firing Pulses

Reference waveforms for
PWM from â oidei P* and Qx

Fig.5. 5 Firing Pulses of PWM for Series Converter

Fig.5, 6

Phase Locked Loop

of Series Converter
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The simulation results shown in the Fig 5.7 confirms that a step change

of l0 MW in

the

real power does introduce a transient disturbance in the reactive power of the network, and

vice-versa.
The performance is similar to that ofthe idealized source. This slìows that even the idealized representation is acceptable for most studies.

Open L,oop Control of PWM based Serier Converær of UPFC
100

80

ã¡o
F

lro
20

0

,l

56
Ti¡ne(s)

78910
Step chânge of

l0 MVAR in th€ r€active poryer

30

15

¿
b

È15
Ë

*

-JU

-¿s
-60

345678910
Tine(s)

Fig. 5. 7 PWM based d-q Component control method ofa Series ConveÍer.
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5.2.2 Decoupled d-q axis controller for the Series Converter of UPFC

In order to improve the performance ofuPFC and reduce the interaction between its real
and reactive power control loops during a transient state, a so-called decoupled watt-var

control algorithm discussed in chapter four (section 3, (Fig a.la) has been implemented to

build a Series Converter
Here the transmission line con¡ected to a length of l00km, and the smaller X and R values
are used as they accentuate the coupling between the controllers. Hence
system works well with the shorter line, This system

The sinplifred equivalent 230

KV AC transmission

will

Ifthe

decoupled

also work with the longer line.

neh¡.,ork of a series connected voltage

source conveltel with the transmission line resistance 5.29 ohrns and impedance 52.9
ohms (Rrx=.1) is shown in Fig 5.8. For ô =20o, the steady state transnitted real and reac-

tive power capabilities are 341 MW and 25 MVAR, respectively.
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Fig. 5. 8 Simplified Equivalent AC transmission Network of a Series Connected
Voltage Source Converter.

As shown in Fig 5.8, the input values for decoupled d-q axis controller are as follows;

.

Instantaneous values of sending and receiving end voltages; Vsa, Vsb, Vsc and Vra,

Vrb, Vrc.

.
.

Line curents Ia, Ib and Ic.
Order Id*and Iqx.

By usi'g tlrree phase to d-q vector transfonnation [Appendix B], the hansformation of
balanced three phase variables to instantaneous vectors can be applied to the AC analog
values (voltage and current) on both the sides ofthe AC network. A new coordinate sys-
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tem l22l is defined where d axis is always coincident with the instantaneous sending
end
voltage vector Vsd. Here the d-axis component ofthe sending end voltage vector
is represented by Vsd and the q-axis conponent Vsq (conceptually equal to zero).

Note that In power system, it is customary to develop the controller in terms of a normalized, or per unit (pu) representation. This permits the same developed controller
to be used

on equivalent system of different voltage and curent ratings. The method of obtaining
these is discuss below.

The transformed three phase voltages and currents into d-q axis can also be used
to derive
instantaneous power in temrs

ofd-q quantities by

Pe) =

rd + vs(t. r(t)

(EO 5,1)

QØ =lTsq.td-vsd.rq)

(EO 5.2)

l7sd.

under balanced conditions, the coordinates ofthe voltages and current vectors in the synchronous reference frame (described above) are constant quantities.

considering that the q component ofthe sending end voltage is equal to zero, the real and
reactive power given by equations (5.1) and (5.2) can be sirnplified in per

u'it

system

which are as follows:

Ps=Vsd.td

(EO 5,3)

Qs:Vsd. Iq

(EO 5.4)

From equations (5.3) and (5.4), we could derive d - q axis currents in per unit as shown in
Fig 5.9. Here the base VA is I 00 and Voltage is 1g7.79 KV (peak phase voltage).
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Fig. 5. 9 d-q Vector Transfonnation oflnstantaneous Three phase euantities.

These per unit values (as shown by the Fig 5.9) of derived currents, Idou and Iq

ou,

are

compared with per unit reference values ofcunent, Id _refand Iq
_ref, respectively in the

control system described in Fig.5.10 (redrawn fi.om Fig 4.14)

From equations (5.3) and (5.4), the reference real and reactive power at the sending end
are equivalent to Id_ref and Iq _ref, respectively

The resulting cunent elror signal is fed to the Proportional Integrator (pI) controller
which in tum provides the required convefier output voltages Vd and Vq in such a way
that ¡educes the cunent error signal is reduced to zero. As described in the chapter 4, Both
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the d-q axis components

ofthe line cunents are cross-coupled through the term r¡. The PI

controllers are coupled to each other in such a way that their net effect is to give a decoupled response. Decoupled d-q controller, as shown in Fig 5.10, is redrawn from Fig 4.14.

First order PI control
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Fig. 5. 10 Decoupled d-q Controller ofthe Series Converter
Here the proportional gain and integral tirne-constant of the fìrst order PI controller were
obtained by considering the minimur¡ curent overshoot ofthe system. The assumed value

of the time constant should be 5ms or more (trial and eror method).
Assuming the time constant T = 20 ms.
the propoltional gain Ko

:l/T :

50

integral tirne-constant T1 :.0005305 sec.
System ouÞuts were obselved for the minimum current overshoot.
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As shown in Fig 5.8, the converter output voltages (Vd and Vq) are fed to a dq- abc converter block which has a PLL input (theta) tracking the voltage ofthe sending end busbar
The output ofthe dq- abc converter block provides an equivalent converter's ouÞut voltages (delta Va, delta

Vb and delta Vc) for the order real and reactive power flow in series

rvith transmission line.

In this section, we used an idealized representation ofthe series converter (controlled sinusoidal AC source).
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The simulation result of this controller is shown in Fig

70

5. I I .

It can be seen that the decou-

pled d-q axis controller offers improvement in temrs of the response time for
a order Id
(real power) and Iq (reactive power), respectively and also reduce the interaction
between
the real and reactive power control. Here the response tirne to reach 90% of the order
real

power is 3 fundamental frequency cycle (5lms).

Fig. 5. 11 Performance ofdecoupled d_q Controller.
During the simulation, it was clearly observed that for a change ofreal power from 0 to 4

pu, there was no change in the reactive power of the series connected voltage source
converter. similar to this, for a change of reactive power from 4 to 0 pu, there was no
change in the system's real power.
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This confirms the absence of interaction behveen d and q control loops.

5.3

Modeling of the full UpFC

In this part ofthe researclr we started with the series part ofupFC modeled as sinusoidal
voltage source. Then we introduce

pwM

based series converter in the AC network which

includes the modeling ofsemiconductor switching, but we still represented the
effect
the

Dc converter

as a constant voltage soìJrce.

of

once we succeed in this representation, we

moved to the next step ofthe research by removing the constant approximation
and then

properly representing the shunt converter which provides the DC side supply for the
series
paIt.
The block of

full UPFC as shown in Fig 5.r2

mented on both the shunt and the series pafis

to the shunt controller is set to zelo.

has the decoupled d-q controller imple-

ofupFC. Note that the reactive power order
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Fig. 5, f 2 Decoupled d-q Contr.oller Based UpFC

Series Part Simulation Result

As discussed in chapter four, we decided (due to the cost constraint of the devices) to

inject
range

AV.nu*¡run.=.5 pu of the system voltage in series with the transmission line. The

ofÁV injected voltage by the shunt converter.in this model
93.87KV

0<

^v<

is as follows:
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The simulation results of PWM based UPFC for the independent control real and reactive
power flows is shown in Fig. 5.13

Fig, 5. 13 Independent control of leal and reactive power by UPFC
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The simulation results shown in the Fig 5.14 confims that the q component of the series
injected voltage affects only the real power flow and the d component the imaginary
power.
Here a change of 0.1627 pu (from zero voltage injection state) in the order real power
enforces the respective changes of 0.06 pu in the q component of the series idected voltage Vo and visa- versa.This decoupling enor is because

Fig.5. 14

Series Converter's d-q axis

ofripple on DC bus voltage

Ouþut Voltages V¿ and Vo
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Capacitor Voltage

A DC charging supply is shown in Fig 5.12. This suppty charges the DC capacitoÌ at star_
tup and then the supply is switched off. This charging supply may not be present in the
real system; but is used to quickly start-up the system, so that we do not have to consume
computer time to simulate tlte start up process.
The shunt converter is designed to regulate the DC bus voltage; however a sudden demand

for the power by the series converter still causes a transient in the DC voltage. This is seen

in Fig 5.15, where the capacitor voltage (DC link) changes from

+

l2yo for the above

changes in the real and reactive power ofthe AC transmission line respectively.
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Fig. 5. 15 Capacitor Voltage ofUpFC
This 12% variation could be reduced by increasing the size of the capacitor.
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Shunt Converter Control
The d-q axis real and reactive power ofthe shunt branch is shown in the Fig. 5.16. Consid-

ering that the q component of the sending end voltage Vsq is equal to zero, the shunt real
power and reactive power can be simplified in the following equations:
P_Shunt = Vsd, Ipd

(EO 5.5)

Q_ Shunt =Vsd, Ipq

(EQ 5.6)

From these equations and initial findings about series converter which says the q component of the series injected voltage affected the real power flow and the d component the
imaginary power flow, we could conclude that any change in the orderd real power flow of
the series part of UPFC

will not

make significant changes in the p_Shunt. However, any

change in the order reactive power flow ofthe series part
changes in the P_Shunt (due to discharge

shown by Fig

f

lpoI"

c
f

B

. I
-

c

-c

'È

+

vsd ,+,
lpq

ofthe capacitor voltage). The simulation result

also confirms the theoretical conclusion.
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Fig.5, 16 Decoupled d-q Controller ofthe Shunt part ofUPFC
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Shunt Part Simulation Result
The simulation results show the reactive poweÌ of the shunt part is kept close to the zero
except a few hansient periods.
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Response of the shunt part of UPFC
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5,4

Improvement for Control Implementation in Actual Nehvork

UPFC has many degrees offreedom and can be controlled in many ways. Both the shunt
and series parts ofUPFC can be controlled using the decoupled d-q technique discussed in

chapter four. The accuracy of the developed rnathematical model in the chapter four was

further successfully confirmed by the sinulation ¡esults using PSCADÆMTDC (see Fig
5.11). The results fronr the simulations confirm a close relationship with the derived mathematical model.

It is also realized that in deriving the control blocks in chapter four, it was assumed that
the measurements of Id and Iq from the system were instantaneous. In actual nehvork,
there could be delay in these measurements due to inshumentation and fìltering. Consider-

ing this case, the cunent compensation fot the above control blocks is not perfect, and
therefore the system perfomrance

will

be reduced.

Ifnecessary these additional delays can also be compensated for by introducing additional

first order system block in an internal predictive control loop as discussed below

If we solve equation (4.16) as discussed in the chapter 4 for id, we would

get a frrst order

equation:

!¡¿*f¡¿

= ut

By applying Laplace Transform here, id is

'r

so a delayed

ul

ul
À
L

is a measure of id, the delay being L,rR. We can make the delay as LIR +

additional measurement delay.
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As shown in the Fig 5.18, the modified decoupled d-q control method is designed with an
intemal predictive control loop.
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,zlntemal Predictive control loop
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The above discussed modified decoupled d-q control method was implemented and
PSCAD/EMTDC simulations were performed on the series converter model as shown in
Fig 5.18. The steady stâte response of the modified decoupled d-q roop method was similar to the classical decoupled d-q conhol method (see Fig 5.19).

:-_r=ì:!::3):::

tì:::tiììá:ti
!:::-.ì::.,::=:,::l
i:-'::::Èrþ.1

Fig.5. 19 Modified Decoupled d-q control ofa

Series Converter

CHAPTER 6

6.1

Conclusions and
Recommendations

Conclusions

The research objective \¡/as to understand the control methods of UpFC and its unique
capabilities in independently contr.olling the real and reactive power flow for the AC
transmission line and in allowing bidirectional flow ofreal powel between the series converter output terminal and shunt converter output terminal.

The derivation of a mathematical Framework

ofuPFC

and the understanding of its basic

operating principles were discussed. This framework confirmed the superior capabilities

ofUPFC in power flow applications over the traditional reactive power compensato¡s.

8l
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The mathematical framework was used to design various control systems such as Open

Loop, Coupled and Decoupled d-q control blocks ofUPFC, and to compare their performance in offering independent control

ofreal and reactive power compensation.

In the AC transmission line with the lesistance included, any transient change in the order
line real power could affect the line reactive power, and vice- versa, without a proper com-

pensation. Hence a so-called decoupled watt-var control algorithm [19] was used in

improving the performance and in reducing the interaction behveen the real and reactive
power control loops during a transient state.

Thus we introduced two control loops, each affecting only the d, or the q component of the

injected series voltage at a time. The q component of the series injected voltage affected

mainly the real power flow and the d component mainly the imaginary power flow. The
injected series voltage signal was obtained from a phase-locked loop (PLL) which tracked
the voltage

ofthe sending end busbar.

Based on the derived decoupled control system, a h'ansient model was designed for UPFC

to use it for further studies.

The simulation results of UPFC (decoupled d-q techniques) showed a close relationship

with the derived mathematical model and also confirmed the independent control of the
real and reactive power flow ofthe AC transnission line.

The voltage source model was adequate for most controlle¡ studies.
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FurtherRecommendations

This study is an interesting approach towards understanding the operation ofa new device
such as UPFC which is expected to be used frequently in supporting the real and reactive

power demand in the power system grid. Recommendations for an extensive study on
UPFC are enlisted below:

1) The performance of UPFC for controlling real and reactive power of the AC transmis-

sion line was studied assuming that the sending and receiving end voltages and transmis-

sion line phase angle \¡r'ere constant. This unique velsatility of UPFC for controlling the
power flow should be fi¡rther studied under power system disturbances (such as power
system oscillations).

UPFC performance needs to be measured under dynamic conditions such as AC hansmis-

sion line faults and loop power flow, and then compared with the results of the conventional reactive power compensatols.

2) UPFC simulation model should be modified to include harmonics filter which attenuates the harmonics generated by the inverter [25] and be checked for any effect from the

frlter dynamics.

3) UPFC simulation should be extended to understand the frequency response [26] of
UPFC in a large power system network.

APPENDIX A

As shown in Fig

Al,

Sinusoidal Pulse widtlr modulation

the switches in the voltage source inverter can be tumed on and offas

required. In the sirnplest approach, the top switch is tumed on and off only once in each
cycle, a square wave waveform results. However, if tumed on sever.al times in a cycle an
improved hannonic profile may be achieved.

Fig. A1 Simple Voltage Sour.ced Inverter

In the most straightforward implementation, generation of the desjred ouþut voltage is
achieved by comparing the desired reference waveform (modulating signal) with a high-

SINUSOIDAL PULSE WIDTH MODULATION
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frequency triangular 'carrier' wave as depicted schematically in the figure below. Depending on whether the signal voltage is larger or smaller than the canier waveform, either the

positive or negative DC bus voltage is applied at the output. Note that over the period of
one triangle wave, the average voltage applied to the load is proportional to the amplitude

of the signal (assumed constant) during this period. The resulting chopped square waveform contains a replica of the desired waveform in its low frequency components, with the
higher flequency components being at frequencies of an close to the carrier fr.equency.
Notice that the root mean square value of the ac voltage waveform is still equal to the DC
bus voltage, and hence the total harmonic distoÍion is not affected by the

pwM

process.

The harmonic components are merely shifted into the higher frequency range and are
automatically filtered dr¡e to inductances in the ac system.

when the modulating signal is a sinusoid of amplitude Am, and the amplitude of the triangular canier is Ac, the ratio m=Am/Ac is known as the modulation index. Note that controlling the modulation index thelefor controls the amplitude ofthe apptied ouçut voltage.
With a sufficiently high canier frequency.The high fi.equency components do not propa_
gate significantly in the ac network (or load) due the presence of the inductive elements.
However, a higher canier frequency does result in a larger number of switchings per cycle

and hence in an increased power loss. Typically switching frequencies in the 2-15

kffz

range are considered adequate for power systems applications. Also in three-phase systems

it is advisable to

use 4 = 3t,(k e ¡)
fin

so that

all three waveforms are symmetric.

SINUSOIDAL PULSE WìDTH MODULATION

desi¡ed rvavefomr

vdJ2

vó12

Fig. A

2

Principal of Pulse Width Modulation

APPENDIX B

d-q transformation of three Phase
Instantaneous Quantities.

Introduction
The instantaneous real power at a point on the line is given by following equation

P

=

Vala+ Vblb+ Vclc

The above set ofthree instantaneous phase variables (such as Va, Vb, and Vc), whose vec-

tor summation is zero, can be uniquely represented by a single point on a plan as shown in
Fig

A.l. By definition the vector drawn f'om the origin to this point has a vertical

projec-

tion onto each of the three symmetrical disposed phase axis which corresponds to the
instantaneous value ofthe associated phase variable. The transfo¡mation ofthe phase variables to instantaneous vectors can be applied to voltages (va,

vb

and

vc)

as

well

as to cur-

rents (Ia, Ib and Ic). As the values of the phase variables change, the associated vector
moves around the plane describing various trajectories. The vecto¡ contains all the information on the three phase set including steady state unbalance, harmonic waveform distor-

tion and transient components.
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Fig. A,l Vector Representation oflnstantaneous Three Phase Variables.

In the Fig 4.2, the vector replesentation is extended by introducing an orthogonal co-ordinate system in which each vector is described by means of its d-q components. The trans-

formation of the phase variables to d-q components are as follows

D.Q TRANSFORMATION OF THREE PHASE INSTANT,{NEOUS QUANTITIES,

ld-âxis
I

I

Fig. 4.2 d-q conrponents representations.

IfVa, Vb and Vc

are balance set ofvoltages,
t't¡ =

J¿

llb =

qD . Vrns . sin(or

Vc

yt nts . stîr]ul
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120)

= Ji. yrns . sin((ù/-240)

So the d-q components for these three phase instantaneous quantities ale as follows
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Similar to this, three phase instantaneous cunents can also be represented by d-q axis
which are as follows

D-Q TRANSFORMATION OF THREE PHÁ.SE INSTANTANEOUS QUANTITIES.

*'('-3Ð
til

''"þ-3Ð

These vector representations lead to a definition

ofthe instantaneous reactive cunent.only

the component ofthe current vector which is in phase with the instantaneous voltage vec-

tor conhibutes to the instantaneous power. The remaining component could be removed
without changing the power, and that component is therefore the instantaneous reactive
currentThese findings can be extended to define the instantaneous power in
nents which are as follows

r=3¡va.ta*v,t
e = ){va.

tø

-

Iq)

vø rd)

tems of d-q compo-
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